SOPHISTICATED
FITTING.

Silent Gliss

SMART
FIX

Sophisticated fitting –
high-end design.

The perfect
installation.
Smart Fix offers the ultimate flexibility and ease of
installation.
Modern, versatile design: Silent Gliss systems can now
be fitted with Smart Fix, a uniform bracket range for
use across all our systems. This new design includes
magnetic metal covers which are easy to fit and elegantly
hide the screws.
Smart Fix replaces a total of 51 brackets and significantly
reduces the range to only 22 brackets!

SMART FIX

SQUARE SMART FIX

A total of 10 different Smart Fix
brackets offer versatile installation
possibilities including fixed length and
adjustable options (3 brackets with
slot).

Contemporary designed brackets with
a lower down-stand, ideal if fitting
space is limited. A total of 9 brackets
including fixed length and adjustable
options (3 brackets with slot).

UNIVERSAL SMART FIX

A bracket console with 3 different
extension arms for ultimate flexibility
and adjustability.

Magnetic metal covers

The Architects of Silence
Silent Gliss is the leading global supplier of premium interior
window treatment systems.
With cutting edge technology and a relentless commitment to
precision, we develop and manufacture the world’s quietest,
smoothest-gliding curtains and blinds.
Driven by our customers’ needs, Silent Gliss provides bespoke
curtain and blind systems complemented by expert technical
advice, installation and support services. Silent Gliss stands for
innovative solutions, exceptional design and outstanding quality.
Swiss engineered since 1952.
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